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Introduction
Since the so-called ‘curatorial turn’ in the 1990s, cu-
rators are considered as new paradigmatic authors in
the art field. Discussions about curatorial authorship
first gained momentum in the late 1960s, when cu-
rating was no longer merely regarded as a museologi-
cal backstage profession but increasingly also meant
organizing  exhibitions  and  conceiving  of  other  art
events on a freelance basis. The topos of the curator
as a meta-artist was popularized by Daniel Buren in
his critique of Harald Szeemann’s auctorial stance at
documenta 5.  As part of his contribution  Exposition
d’une Exposition, for which Buren covered the walls of
some rooms with striped wallpaper to frame the other
artists’ works installed there, he also issued a state-
ment that was included in the show’s catalogue. In it,
he complained that individual artworks were reduced
to  the  status  of  mere  dots  of  color  in  a  curatorial
Gesamtkunstwerk.1
Fig. 1: Daniel Buren: Exposition d’une Exposition (1972), 
exhibition view at documenta 5 (1972)
Similar  allegations  have  since  been  used  time  and
again by critics  who felt  that  curators  were  willfully
misusing  exhibitions  as  their  own  works  of  art,
thereby illegitimately interfering with artists’ intentions.
It should be noted, however, that as a practice that
implies selecting and commissioning artworks to put
them in  relation not  only with  one another  but  also
with the surrounding material and social contexts, cu-
rating  always  necessarily  implies  creating  complex
multidimensional constellations, even if this meta-me-
diality is repressed in the so-called White Cube.
Against  this  backdrop,  my  contribution  considers
documenta 12 (2007) as a critical intervention into the
ways in which authorship is generally constructed as
individual agency.2 Resembling the move from ‘Work
to Frame’3 that has been performed by various waves
of  institutional  critique,  artistic  director  Roger  M.
Buergel  and  chief  curator  Ruth  Noack  produced  a
show which shifted the focus away from artists and
curators as sole authors and instead exhibited the ex-
hibition as a medium in which different agencies con-
tribute to decentered processes of meaning-making.4
In order to demonstrate how documenta 12 called at-
tention to the ways in which exhibitions shape per-
ception and produce narratives, this text provides a
close reading of the show’s design, architecture,  la-
beling,  publications  and  public  programming.  I  will
discuss how by radically breaking with the convention
of the White Cube, documenta 12 (re)appropriated  a
variety of methodologies and strategies that have for-
merly been used by artists such as Daniel Buren, Dan
Graham, Gerwald Rockenschaub, and Louise Lawler
in their exposures of the ‘powers of display’5. As an
exhibition of the exhibition,  documenta 12  has to be
considered in terms that go beyond the notion of the
‘hyperimage’  because it  not  only  took into  account
the intentional  combination of  images by collectors,
art  historians  and  artists  that  Felix  Thürlemann  ad-
dresses in his book but also provided meta-medial re-
flections of exhibitions as complex infrastructural con-
stellations and social spaces. Thereby, documenta 12
called into question the very notion of individual au-
thorship that is a focal point of Thürlemann’s discus-
sion of the ‘hyperimage’.6
Nevertheless, Roger M. Buergel and Ruth Noack’s de-
constructive approach to relativizing the exclusive au-
thor-ity attributed to curators and artists by exposing
how exhibitions are co-authored by a multiplicity  of
decentered  agencies,  was  largely  misinterpreted  by
critics  as  just  another  attempt  to  assert  curatorial
power  at  the  cost  of  artistic  autonomy.  Confronted
with candy-colored walls,  thick carpets,  spectacular
lighting and opulent curtains as well as with eccentric
plinths  and  vitrines,  many  critics  of  documenta  12
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echoed the criticism brought forward against earlier
documentas, accusing Buergel and Noack of curato-
rial whimsy, too much subjectivity, autocratic egotism
and meta-artistic transgressions.7  In fact, such rather
formulaic patterns of curator bashing have a long tra-
dition  in  the  media  reception  of  documenta.8 While
Arnold Bode was already criticized for ‘overstaging’
the first documenta, the discourse over the legitimacy
of  curatorial  meta-artistry  gained  momentum  with
Szeemann’s documenta 5 (1972) and critiques of cu-
ratorial power by artists like Buren. Enriched with sex-
ist  overtones,  it  also  hit  Catherine  David’s  docu-
menta X (1997) and proves so persistent that it was
still  observable  with  regard  to  Carolyn  Chris-
tov-Bakargiev’s  dOCUMENTA (13)  (2012).9 The topos
of the curator as a meta-artist, the register of ruling
and willful domination as well as complaints about in-
fringement  of  artist’s  rights  often  seem  to  be  em-
ployed automatically and regardless of the particulari-
ties of an exhibition’s set-up. Therefore, it is crucial to
scrutinize the specific ways in which exhibitions are
curated and how authorship is negotiated in each in-
dividual case.
The following close reading of documenta 12 aims to
demonstrate how the exhibition exposed the mediality
of exhibitions as relational and procedural rather than
monologic  and  static.  Concentrating  on  matters  of
display, I argue that by shifting the attention from the
contexts of  production to those of reception,  docu-
menta 12 was set up as a space where the exhibition
could be experienced as a complex constellation of
different interacting agencies. In other words, various
elements of the setting called attention to the fact that
an exhibition is not a prefabricated intentionally con-
trolled hyperimage, but rather a social sphere where
meaning is constantly negotiated through shifting re-
lationships between material, verbal, intellectual, and
physical acts.10 Theatrical installation design, reflexive
handling of display rhetorics and a site specific ap-
proach to  the  venues  highlighted contextual  effects
and the situated agency of audiences thereby decon-
structing notions of singular authorship, neutral instal-
lation, the autonomy of artworks or the sovereignty of
reception.11  This  was  achieved,  for  instance,  by
restaging the historically specific ways of addressing
spectators that are inscribed into the respective archi-
tectures of venues from in different time periods. Fur-
thermore,  a differentiated system of crediting in the
publications,  wall  texts  and audio  guides helped to
undermine notions of institutional neutrality or objec-
tivity and ideas of individual authorship by calling at-
tention to the importance of contributions by visitors
as well as staff (such as construction crew, guards or
art educators). Finally, numerous specific curatorial in-
terventions  akin  to  neo-avantgardist  practices  ex-
posed the contingency of curatorial decision making
while simultaneously calling attention to the historicity
of the ways in which objects are displayed and spec-
tators situated.
Displaying the Display
The exhibition design at documenta 12 was unusually
flamboyant.  Multicolored walls,  carpets and curtains
made from different fabrics as well as dramatic light-
ing  radically  diverged  from  the  White  Cube-model.
This ostentatious style of curating was provocative to
those who prefer  modest  display rhetorics because
instead of  suggesting neutrality,  artworks were sub-
jected to  spectacular  staging.  In  fact,  the  theatrical
mise-en-scène not only served to exhibit the exhibits
but  also explicitly  displayed the display and staged
the spectators as constitutive components of the ex-
hibition constellation. Therefore - I would argue - the
deliberate prominence of curatorial devices was less
an attempt to pose as almighty meta-artists but rather
served to deconstruct the neutrality of the exhibition
space  by  raising  consciousness  for  the  curatorial
powers to select,  to frame, to highlight, in short: to
make meaning. 
Fig.  2:  Spotlights  on  sculpture: Orchid  (1991)  by  John  
McCracken
By breaking  with  the  convention  of  discrete  ceiling
lights or dispersed daylight commonly employed to il-
luminate the White Cube, for instance, sources of light
drew attention to themselves in the many scarcely lit
rooms  of  documenta  12.  Spotlights,  screened  win-
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dows and translucent or opaque curtains became vis-
ible  as  means  to  direct  attention.  The curators’ re-
sponse  to  the  seamless  polished  surfaces  of  John
McCracken’s Orchid (1991), for instance, was to stage
an erotic dance of light and dark that highlights the
preciousness  of  the  object  in  an  almost  fetishistic
manner.  Moreover,  lamps casting complex shadows
on objects and spotlights set off focus - illuminating
the  wall  beside  a  picture  instead  of  the  artwork  -
added to this  ‘enlightening’ effect.  These hyperbolic
dramatizations of conventional  presentation technol-
ogy may therefore be interpreted as reminders of the
fact that highlighting always implies leaving other as-
pects in the dark.
Fig. 3: Curtains and red walls in the Fridericianum
Furthermore, the ubiquity of curtains, whose general
function besides shading the sun is to veil and unveil,
carried a similar message. The theatrical act of pre-
senting was disclosed as a visual regime that directs
the  viewers’ gaze.  Accordingly,  nothing  appeared
neutral or natural. Instead, the artificiality of the spec-
tacle  and  the  historical  contingency  of  display
rhetorics were revealed by the variation of installation
styles, which - beyond this - were rich in references to
historical  exhibition  conventions.  Curtains,  for  in-
stance,  have  a  long  tradition  in  exhibition-making
which can be traced back to  the  academic  salons,
many of the legendary Impressionists’ shows, and the
first  Secessions.12 Experimental  exhibition designers
of  the first  half  of  the 20th century -  such as Lilly  
Reich or René d’Harnoncourt - used them as  well.13
Therefore,  it  is  certainly  no  coincidence  that  some
curtains  at  documenta  12 resemble  those  plastic
draperies  Arnold  Bode  used  in  the  first  documen-
ta-edition. Likewise, the design of the walls alluded to
art-historical  museums  and  galleries  of  painting,
where traditionally  walls  were - and often still  are -
covered with colored fabrics. 
Fig. 4:  Green wall in the Fridericianum with  4 Reliefs, Ele-
ments of Series B (1967) by Charlotte Posenenske
The curators also experimented with historical tradi-
tions of  installation by changing placement patterns
during the hundred days of the exhibition. The skied
installation of 4 Reliefs, Elements of Series B (1967) by
Charlotte  Posenenske,  for  instance,  evoked  sa-
lon-style  hanging  as  practiced  in  the  French Acad-
emy’s exhibitions and in art-historical museums. Dur-
ing the first days of the exhibition, however, the ele-
ments  of  Posenenske’s  work had been placed in  a
row  citing  modernist  exhibition  paradigms.  Such  a
hanging at eye level with images facing the beholder
one by one had started to become common practice
with the Vienna Secessions at the beginning 20th cen-
tury  to  suggest  the autonomy of  individual  works.14
documenta 12’s playful  deviations denaturalized this
style of hanging which has become one of the domi-
nant conventions and default solutions for the display
of modern and contemporary art in the White Cube.
 
Fig. 5:  Green wall  in the Fridericianum with  4 Reliefs,  Ele-
ments of Series B (1967) by Charlotte Posenenske
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Finally, the auratic presentation of exhibits in luminous
vitrines or on unusually colorful display tables in dark-
ened rooms may be associated with treasure cham-
bers such as that of the  Vienna Hofburg, where ob-
jects  were  traditionally  presented  in  velvet  clothed
show cases and subjected to dramatic illumination in
order to highlight their preciousness. Perhaps it is no
coincidence  that  the  color  used  to  tease  out  the
voluptuousness of Mária Bartuszová’s untitled plaster
sculptures (1970-1987) matches that of the linings in
showcases  of  Vienna’s  treasure  chamber.  Overem-
phasizing curatorial tools in an almost ironic manner,
dragging authorship if you will, the display of display
exposed the means of influencing audiences, which in
more subtle realizations might have escaped viewers. 
Fig.  6:  Violet  display  table  in  the  Aue-Pavilion  with  spot-
lighted untitled sculptures (1970-87) by Mária Bartuszová
By laying bare contextual  effects,  the supposed au-
tonomy of artworks and the fetishization of intentional
independency  of  singular  artists  were  called  into
question in favor of pointing to the ways in which the
constellation of artworks, architectures and display el-
ements influence perception and interpretation. More-
over, sampling display conventions from different time
periods exposed installation policies and framing ef-
fects as historically specific. 
Flexing their curatorial  muscles and showing off the
powers of display that usually go unnoticed, the exhi-
bitionist drag show therefore did not strip the artists of
their author-ity in order to claim a position of meta-au-
thority for themselves - as some critics would have
it.15 On the contrary, mimicking the institutionally criti-
cal reflections of display architecture by participating
artists  like  Louise  Lawler,  Charlotte  Posenenske,  or
Gerwald Rockenschaub - to name just some of the
artists whose work was not only a model for  docu-
menta 12’s reflexive approach but also included into
the show - the theatrical installation design rather ex-
posed all curatorial decisions as conditioned and sub-
jected to historical trends and tastes, and hence liable
to critique. In other words, such a curatorial striptease
implies a certain vulnerability because - in contrast to
universalizing suggestions of objectivity - it reveals all
its charms, undressing the exhibition until it is naked.
Fig. 7:  Louise Lawler:  Does it Matter Who Owns It?  (1990),
framed photography on pink wall at documenta 12 (2007)
All  of the above mentioned artists were represented
with several works that had not only been distributed
over different locations, and thus subjected to varying
conditions of presentation, but also often mirrored cu-
ratorial gestures. Lawler’s pictures of sometimes quite
idiosyncratic  display situations in  private  collections
and museums were displayed on the pink walls in the
Neue Galerie almost as if inviting her to take another
picture of this situation, which would potentially result
in  the  reciprocal  appropriation  of  framings  mise en
abyme16. She  already  alludes  to  this  in  her  photo-
graph  Does it Matter Who Owns it? (1990), a picture
of a picture that frames the framing.
Fig.  8:  Louise  Lawler:  HVAC (1996)  installed  in  the  Aue-
Pavilion
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Another  of  Lawler’s  photographs,  HVAC  (1996),  de-
picting a construction site with ventilation pipes wait-
ing for their installation, could be encountered in the
Aue-Pavilion.  Here,  the  picture  was  hung  unusually
low, almost sitting on the floor like the pipes that were
depicted in it. Moreover, it was juxtaposed with ele-
ments  from  Posenenske’s  Vierkantrohre,  Serie  B
(1967)  that  not  only  resemble  the  pipes  in  Lawler’s
photo in color, material and shape but were also posi-
tioned on the floor in a similar way as on the image.
Posenenske’s objects, which she had intended to be
combined by users as they please, were installed dif-
ferently in different documenta 12 venues. In contrast
to their position on the ground in the Aue that sug-
gested a hands-on approach, elements from her re-
lated DW series (1967) were hung up in the air under
the ceiling in the Fridericianum, where they were gen-
erally overlooked - perhaps because they mimicked
their function as ventilation pipe so well. 
Fig. 9:  Charlotte Posenenke: Vierkantrohre Serie D (1967) in-
stalled in the Aue-Pavilion
Rockenschaub’s  untitled  transparent  plastic  screens
made to be screwed to the wall, likewise unsettled the
clear division of ergon and parergon.17 They could be
encountered mainly on free-standing walls in the Aue-
Pavilion that resembled minimalist sculptures, so that
it remained unclear whether the object-like wall  dis-
played Rockenschaub’s work or whether it was dis-
played by his work. This was taken to an extreme with
his  untitled  plexiglas,  10mm (transparent,  colorless),
six  industrial  screws,  six  industrial  washers (2002),
which functioned like a microscopic lense that magni-
fied the significance of the wall as its carrier. Thus, in-
sisting on the dependency of meaning making on its
contexts  and the  infinite  ways  intentional  constella-
tions  can  be  appropriated  and  reappropriated  with
changing meanings, the notion of a single central au-
thor-ity - be it that of artists or curators - was rela-
tivized.18
Figs. 10 +11: Freestanding Wall in the Aue-Pavilion and Unti-
tled plexiglas (2002) by Gerwald Rockenschaub 
Staging the Spectators
Authorship was also decentered from singular autho-
rial  figures  by  exhibiting  the  author-ity  of  others.
Spectators, for instance, were author-ized not only by
addressing them as active participants who contribute
to the event with their bodies and minds but also by
exposing them as subjects of seeing and being seen
and by restaging specific modes of address inscribed
into  the  exhibition  venues’ historical  architectures.
The intimate mood and domestic atmosphere created
by colorful curtains, soft carpets and dimmed lights,
therefore  may be  read as  a  welcoming  gesture  to-
wards visitors in contrast to the widespread habit of
positioning them as intruders who pollute the clinical
atmosphere of white cubish exhibition design. Mani-
fold seating opportunities furthermore acknowledged
the spectators’ bodily needs and helped to decelerate
perception. Carpets and seats invited visitors to make
themselves  at  home  in  the  exhibition.  Sometimes,
empty chairs even served as representatives for po-
tential visitors, particularly in spaces where no art was
shown and the seating took center stage.19 Homely
interior design is nothing new in exhibition history. Es-
pecially in the 19th century exhibitions had often been
quite cozy. Since the 1880s, for instance, the Impres-
sionists’ exhibitions organized by their dealer Durand-
Ruel  simulated living room interiors using sofas,  in-
door plants, and draperies as a marketing strategy, so
that  interested  buyers  could  gain  an  impression  of
what the works would look like in their homes.20 Like-
wise, Wilhelm von Bode’s turn of the century stagings
in  the  Kaiser-Friedrich-Museum in  Berlin  (today’s
Bode Museum) were influenced by collectors’ apart-
ments.21
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Fig. 12: Ambient atmosphere in the Neue Galerie
Apart from prompting them to reflect on their corpo-
real occupation of the space,  documenta 12’s ambi-
ent  settings  allowed visitors  to  experience how im-
mersion  into  different  -  often  contrasting  -  atmos-
pheres influences perception and triggers psychologi-
cal reactions. Such an affective inclusion of specta-
tors  has  been  criticized  by  cultural  theorists  in  the
Brechtian tradition for turning the audience into pas-
sive consumers where critical distancing would be de-
sirable.22 Yet,  at  documenta  12  this  implication  of
spectators as sensual beings, importantly, was neither
a suggestion that visitors are merely reactive victims
of overwhelming environments nor a call to action as
in some participatory or interactional  art.23 Quite on
the contrary, visitors were not considered as passive
and in need of activation. Instead, they were - one the
one hand - addressed as inherently active participants
in accordance with Rancière’s theory of the ‘emanci-
pated spectator’24. On the other hand, their aesthetic
involvement simultaneously demonstrated that abso-
lute spectatorial sovereignty within an exhibition is im-
possible and that everybody is always already impli-
cated into dispositives of seeing and being seen.25 
Fig. 13:  Mirrored Entrance Hall  of  the Fridericianum with  
Untitled (2007) by John McCracken
Thus, visitors were anticipated in their twofold perfor-
mativity that is: in their intellectual contribution to the
making of meaning as well as in their physical pres-
ence in the theatrical event of the exhibition.26
Accordingly,  the  strategy  of  highlighting  the  bodily,
intellectual  and  emotional  inclusion  of  spectators
through immersive atmospheres was complemented
by several curatorial interventions to expose them as
subjects  of  aesthetic  experiences  and  objects  of
other  visitors’ gaze.  The  most  spectacular  gesture
was the decision to cover the walls of the entrance
hall  of the  Museum Fridericianum with mirrors. This
space - which traditionally serves as a kind of pro-
logue to each individual documenta edition - thus not
only alluded to 18th century Baroque mirror halls (as
the one in Versailles) but also mimicked artistic uses
of mirrors to reflect on the institutional conditions of
showing art. As Benjamin Buchloh noted with regard
to  the  latter,  “Morris’ Mirrored Cubes, for  example
[...], situate the spectator in the  suture of the mirror
reflection: that interface between sculptural object an
architectural container where neither element can ac-
quire a position of priority or dominance in the triad
between spectator, sculptured object, and architec-
tural space.”27 Reflecting the building’s architecture,
an artwork by John McCracken - notably, a minimal-
ist mirrored column - as well as security staff and the
visitors, the mirror hall at documenta 12 programmat-
ically exposed the expository constellation of the ex-
hibition as a relational  ensemble of different entan-
gled agencies, reminding the visitors of their double
role of viewers and viewed, while McCracken’s unti-
tled (2007) dissolved itself in the myriad reciprocal re-
flections that blurred the boundary between the art-
work and its surrounding.
Fig. 14: Visitors posing behind the Panorama window at the
end of the Aue-Pavilion 
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Similarly, the glass front at the end of the Aue-Pavilion
close to the exit transformed the space behind it into
a huge showcase. As a large-scale display, it staged
the audience as agents and patients of looking. Such
a pairing of spectacle and surveillance in the disposi-
tive of exhibitions has been theorized by Tony Bennett
with regard to Crystal Palace (1851).28 Hence, it is no
coincidence, that besides the window’s reference to
many  examples  of  artistic  stagings  of  spectators  -
such as Dan Graham’s  Public Space/Two Audiences
(1975) or Graciela Carnevale’s enclosure piece (1968)
- the Aue-Pavilion as a whole pays tribute to Paxton’s
building as a landmark of exhibition architecture. Like
Crystal Palace, the pavilion was conceived as a tem-
porary exhibition venue with modular elements used
in  commercial  green-houses  and  thus  refers  to  the
London Great Exhibition (1851) as an important water-
shed in exhibition history. The disciplinary functions of
exhibitions, where - according to Bennett - the aware-
ness of being looked at by other spectators educates
people  into  self-control  is  also  a  central  theme  of
Carnevale’s performance of locking her audience into
an empty gallery to provoke them to take action and
free  themselves.  An  almost  life-size  documentary
photo of this event was shown at documenta 12 in the
Fridericianum.29
Figs. 15+16: So-called ‘palmetto groves’ in the Aue-Pavilion 
with antique Chinese chairs from Ai WeiWei’s Fairytale 
Project (2007) and lines around sculpture Minnesota (1989) 
by John McCracken
Another  instance  of  the  coupling  of  panorama and
panopticon  was  realized  in  the  so  called  ‘palmetto
groves’.  Originally they had been intended as areas
for  contemplation  and  conversation,  but  they  also
functioned as frames,  plinths,  or  stages for  specta-
tors. These ambiguous square-lines on the floor were
often  misunderstood  by  visitors  as  banning  marks
prohibiting them to touch or sit on the antique Chi-
nese chairs that were part of Ai WeiWei’s  Fairy Tale
Project (and indeed intended for use). The prohibitive
reading was reinforced by the fact that similar marks
with  exactly  this  distancing  function  could  also  be
found in the exhibition around sculptures by John Mc-
Cracken. As a result, visitors had to decide for them-
selves  if  it  would  be  adequate  behaviour  to  cross
those lines.30 Considering the risk of being disciplined
by the guards, this confrontation with putative sanc-
tions may have provoked reflections on ‘civilizing ritu-
als’31 in museums similar to those contemplations on
the internalization of rules and regulations in educa-
tional  constellations  that  Gerwald  Rockenschaub’s
neo-minimalist  interpretation  of  a  classroom setting
(blackboard in the front, rigid parallel rows of benches
facing  towards  it)  installed  in  the  same  building
sought to trigger.
Fig.  17:  Untitled  school  setting (2007)  by  Gerwald  
Rockenschaub 
Finally,  a  site-specific  approach  to  the  exhibition
venues  accommodating  documenta  12 pointed  to
how  exhibitions  and  museums  always  project  their
audiences  in  specific  ways.  The  curators  used  this
strategy to highlight the ways in which historically dis-
tinct norms of behaviour are prescribed through archi-
tecture.  Exposing  the  spectatorial  implications  of
buildings such as the Fridericianum, the Neue Galerie
and the Documenta Halle,  documenta 12 provided a
genealogy  of  exhibition  dispositives  from  the  18th
century until today. Each of the buildings positioned
visitors differently: In the  Fridericianum (1776) a dis-
mantling of fake walls and an opening of blocked win-
dows resulted in a symmetrical order of spaces which
addressed viewers in an enlightenment spirit as sov-
ereign subjects who can move freely and always keep
an overview.  Conversely,  in the  Neue Galerie (1877)
visitors  were  addressed  as  bourgeois  connoisseurs
through stressing the intimate character of the space.
Here,  visitors  were  forced  to  follow  a  linear  route
through narrow cabinets  enfilade, thus recapitulating
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the chronological progression as a dominant organiz-
ing principle of 19th century art museums. By filling
the huge open space of the  documenta Halle (1993)
with works of art that look like blown up toys, it was
furnished like a playground for adults - a conception
that is typical for many 20th century exhibition spa-
ces. The large scale of both - building and artworks -
shrank visitors in a ‘Gulliver’s Travels’ - manner, echo-
ing the ludic  promises of  entertainment  culture and
amusement parks. Rather than reconstructing histori-
cal spaces true to the original, the curators stressed
that it was their intention to evoke the specificity of
the  ways  these  buildings  had  originally  addressed
their public.32
Fig.  18:  Panorama window at the end of  the Aue-Pavilion
with reflection of the baroque Orangery en face
This  free  interpretation  of  historical  spatio-temporal
exhibition  politics  may  be  linked  to  Wilhelm  von
Bode’s  concept  of  period  rooms  for  the  Kaiser-
Friedrich-Museum (1880-1904).  “Period  rooms  are
historical inventions based on one or several typical
historical models. These were often planned as part of
chronological  sequences  of  differently  styled
spaces.”33 Bodes  aim  was  to  replace  the  coherent
monotonous structuring of cabinets by a multiplicity
of room-types in different sizes, wall colors, and lay-
outs. His renunciation of the enfilade principle and the
gallery red dominating 19th century galleries of paint-
ing was -  in  a way - paralleled by  documenta 12’s
turning away from the monolithic White Cube as pro-
totypical  20th  century  exhibition-space.  The experi-
mental  setting allowed visitors  to  become aware  of
how experiences of similar works by the same artists
differ severely depending on the surrounding environ-
ment into which they are planted. The Aue-Pavilion,
constructed specifically  for  documenta 12  to  repre-
sent the 21st century within the overarching chronol-
ogy of architectures, quotes three common contem-
porary display strategies: Following an open arrange-
ment typical of public art, visitors had to find their way
through a labyrinth-like entangled booth-architecture,
often found in art fairs, before finally reaching a White
Cube-like space at the end of the pavilion. The neces-
sity to find one’s own path though the rather complex
setting alluded to the overwhelming condition of con-
temporary visual culture, which people have to navi-
gate based on their own priorities. Last but not least,
the  pavilion’s greenhouse architecture,  which  corre-
sponded to the baroque Orangery (1703-1711) it was
facing, can be regarded as a large-scale showcase to
exhibit the history of exhibiting. As a pars pro toto for
documenta  12’s  overall  matryoshka  principle,  it  re-
flects the self-reflexive character of documenta 12 as
a meta-exhibition.
Crediting the Crew
After these examples of how curatorial manipulations
of display and architecture provided visitors with op-
portunities to notice how meaning changes depend-
ing on varying contextual conditions, I will now finally
discuss how a crediting of  the crew in publications
and public programme contributed to an author-iza-
tion  of  other  actors.  Like  the  pseudo-neutral  White
Cube, conventional  anonymous para-textual  devices
in exhibitions have also been problematized for their
pretence of objectivity. As Stefan Nowotny notes, they
tend to assert the exceptional autonomy of artworks,
thus attributing authorial  status exclusively to artists
while ignoring the manifold factors that contribute to
the production of meaning in exhibitions.34 At  docu-
menta 12, conversely, explanatory information on the
art  and  the  artists  was  hard  to  obtain:  Labels  only
listed name, title and year of production, but deliber-
ately omitted the artist’s country of origin to avoid re-
ducing  them to representatives of  national  cultures.
Correspondingly,  longer  wall  texts  only  appeared
sparingly after complaints about a lack of contextual-
ization. Moreover, the catalogue frustrated many of its
users because it was organized in chronological order
rather  than  by  venues,  rooms  or  artists’ names.35
Hence,  the  entire  textual  politics  of documenta  12
may be interpreted as an endeavor to escape a ha-
giography of  artists,  alternatively crediting other ac-
tors and agencies as co-author-ities. Besides expos-
ing the authorial powers of curators and the visitors’
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performative contributions to the exhibition, this also
involved calling attention to the importance of other
institutional employees.
The texts in the Catalogue, for example, are authored
not only by curators and art experts alone but also by
such  unlikely  contributors  as  a  pop  star,  artists  on
other  artists,  staff  members  or  even  a  thir-
teen-year-old teenager.  In  other  words,  people who
are not necessarily known as experts on the exhibits
they are writing about have a say. For some of  the
works, entries are missing completely. This plurality of
idiosyncratic  texts  in  different  styles  provides  no
sanctioned or objective reading. Instead, by assem-
bling heterogeneous voices, the catalogue calls into
question the necessity for legitimate speech to be au-
thor-ized by professional expertise, thus encouraging
everybody to produce their own reading. Furthermore,
the polyphony of the catalogue is taken up in the so-
called  Picture Book.36 This Coffee-Table-volume fea-
tures pictures taken by fourteen photographers who
had been invited to submit their personal perspective
on the exhibition, only some of them officially partici-
pating artists of documenta 12. Like a miniature of the
show,  the  book consists  primarily  of  these images,
largely uncommented by any text. Even the photogra-
phers’ names only  appear  in  the back of  the book
where they are matched with page numbers.  Some
photographs focus on details of artworks, others on
architectural details or the installation of the show be-
fore the opening. Some show the construction crew at
work, others art  educators preparing for their  tours.
Thus, the book diverts from the widespread conven-
tion to show high quality reproductions of single art-
works  or  installation  shots  of  perfectly  arranged
rooms void of visitors.37 Instead, it presents a social
space under construction, a making of the exhibition
in  which  exhibits,  installation,  installers,  mediators,
cleaners  and  gardeners  are  pictured  as  interacting
agencies. The book - like the pictures that were pub-
lished on the official website of  d12 - offers multiple
perspectives on the exhibition. Both - book and web-
site  -  provided  a  visual  crediting  of  mundane  be-
hind-the-scenes  activities,  thus  co-author-izing  the
crew and exposing the relational setup of the exhibi-
tion.
Wall texts worked by a similar principle. They were in-
troduced only after many complaints about a lack of
information  -  one  after  another  suddenly  appearing
during the exhibition. In terms of content, they did not
focus on single pieces but rather talked about con-
stellations of artworks, the relationship of exhibits and
architectures as well as the temporality of experienc-
ing the exhibition by moving through the show. No-
tably, biographical information on artists or art-histori-
cal categorization was missing. Instead, the attention
was shifted from the  contexts  of  production to  the
conditions of reception. Stylistically, these anonymous
texts  were  written  in  a  highly  subjective  voice  en-
riched  by  figurative  speech.  A  first  person  narrator
asks him or herself questions, inviting readers to join
these deliberations addressing them either as ‘you’ or
using an inclusive  ‘we’.  As in the  audio guides, the
tone is not assertive and neutral but poetic and spec-
ulative, thus suspending any definite interpretation of
artworks. This delegation of the responsibility to make
sense  of  things  frustrated  many  visitors  who  were
looking for definite meanings or concise information
on the art and the artists. Even though their authors
were not identified by signature38, the texts clearly re-
pudiated a monolithic conception of institutional au-
thor-ity  by merely  suggesting one of  many possible
interpretations.
Finally, art educators - who usually function as an in-
stitution’s mouthpiece - had only been provided with
relatively little information on the artworks and artists
themselves. In this way, they were challenged to pro-
duce their own narratives instead of reproducing cen-
trally  author-ized  texts.  They  thus  personified  the
show’s polyvocality by articulating multiple, even dis-
sonant  perspectives  and  positions.  This  shift  away
from  service  orientation  in  museum  education  was
generally  not  easy  to  explain  to  visitors,  who  were
paying  for  their  tours  and  consequently  often  ex-
pected  unambiguous  information  and  privileged  in-
sights into curatorial or artistic intentions.39 But even if
it was at times difficult for the educators to legitimize
themselves as authors in their own right40, this para-
doxical experiment of forced emancipation at least ir-
ritated traditional hierarchies of who is author-ized to
define  meaning.41 Although  documenta  12 was  not
able to undo differences in the social status of artists,
curators and educators, its emphasis on educational
issues  and  its  strong  department  of  art  education
have contributed to an empowerment of museum ed-
ucation  in  Germany.42  By  favoring  subjective  narra-
tives over authoritative explanations, publication pol-
icy and public programme summoned visitors and ed-
ucators alike to rely on their  own judgment, to pro-
duce  their  own  readings  and  consider  the  material
and mental conditions of their experience in the exhi-
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bition. Simultaneously, authorship was decentered by
verbally and visually crediting members of the crew in
the publications, thus highlighting seemingly periph-
eral  processes  as  constitutive  contributions  to  the
making of exhibitions.
Conclusion
As  a  self-reflexive  exhibition  documenta  12 high-
lighted the relations of exhibits, wall texts, architecture
as well as display features, such as plinths, curtains,
and lighting, to expose their effects on the overall set-
ting.  Different  historical  exhibition  conventions  were
quoted, enabling visitors to experience how exhibits
and viewers are positioned and addressed differently
in varying aesthetic and social regimes. Furthermore,
visitors were not only exposed as a constitutive part
of  the  exhibition  by  means  of  glass  walls,  mirrored
halls, and framed seats, they were also addressed as
co-authors  by  purposely  withholding  information on
artists’  intentions  or  curatorial  conceptions.  Conse-
quently, wall texts, catalogues and audio guides alike
were opaquely poetic, explicitly subjective and obvi-
ously did not provide trustworthy objective informa-
tion. Moreover, in the catalogue, the picture book and
the art mediation programme people who usually do
not have author-ity were given a voice and credited
for their contributions. By thus exhibiting the exhibi-
tion not only as a showroom for displaying art but also
as  a  social  setting  to  reflect  and  contest  authorial
powers, documenta 12 went beyond the notion of the
hyperimage. Because on top of connecting different
images  and  artworks  to  compose  an  expository
‘meta-work’, it exposed the impossibility of authorial
control and the manifold ways meaning is shifting in
expository  constellations,  the  notion  of  the  meta-
medium seems to be more adequate to capture the
specificities of this show. As a meta-exhibition, docu-
menta 12 thus made clear that art exhibitions do not
function as media to express individual authors’ inten-
tions, but have to be considered as historically contin-
gent spaces where meaning is constantly negotiated.
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Abstract
Since the so-called ‘curatorial turn’ in the 1990s, cu-
rators are discussed as new paradigmatic authors in
the art field. Discussions about curatorial authorship
first gained momentum in the late 1960s, when curat-
ing was no longer merely regarded as a museological
backstage profession but increasingly also meant or-
ganizing  exhibitions  and  conceiving  of  other  art
events on a freelance basis. The topos of the curator
as a meta-artist was popularized by Daniel Buren in
his critique of Harald Szeemann’s auctorial stance at
documenta 5,  in which he complained that individual
artworks were reduced to the status of mere dots of
color  in  a  curatorial  Gesamtkunstwerk. It  has  since
been used time and again by critics who felt that cu-
rators were willfully misusing exhibitions as their own
works  of  art,  thereby  illegitimately  interfering  with
artists’ intentions. As a practice that implies selecting
and commissioning artworks to put them in relation
with one another  and with the surrounding material
and social contexts, curating, however, always neces-
sarily implies creating complex multidimensional con-
stellations - even if this meta-mediality is repressed in
the ‘White Cube’ (Brian O’Doherty).
My contribution considers documenta 12 (2007) as a
critical intervention into the ways in which authorship
is generally constructed as an individual agency. Re-
sembling  the  move  from  ‘Work  to  Frame’ (Craig
Owens) that has been performed by various waves of
artistic institutional critique, artistic director Roger M.
Buergel  and  chief  curator  Ruth  Noack  produced  a
show which shifted the focus away from artists and
curators as sole authors and instead exhibited the ex-
hibition as a medium in which different agencies con-
tribute to decentered processes of meaning-making.
To demonstrate how documenta 12 called attention to
the ways in which exhibitions shape perception and
produce narratives, this text provides a close reading
of the exhibition’s design, architecture, labeling, publi-
cations and public programming. It discusses how by
radically  breaking  with  the  convention  of  the  White
Cube,  documenta  12 (re)appropriated   a  variety  of
methodologies and strategies that have formerly been
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used by artists such as Daniel  Buren, Dan Graham,
Gerwald  Rockenschaub,  and  Louise  Lawler  in  their
exposure  of  the  ‘powers  of  display’ (Mary  Anne
Staniszewski). As an exhibition of the exhibition, doc-
umenta 12 has to be considered in terms that go be-
yond the notion of the ‘hyperimage’ in so far as it took
into account not only the intentional  combination of
images  by  collectors,  art  historians  and  artists  that
Felix Thürlemann adresses in his book but also pro-
vided meta-medial reflections of exhibitions as com-
plex infrastructural  constellations and social spaces.
Thus, documenta 12 called into question the very no-
tion of  individual  authorship that  is  a focal  point  of
Thürlemann’s discussion of the hyperimage.
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